The Biden Cancer Initiative will develop and drive implementation of solutions to accelerate progress in
cancer prevention, detection, diagnosis, research, and care, and to reduce disparities in cancer outcomes. To
achieve this mission, the Initiative convened the Biden Cancer Summit and the 450+ community summits
held around the country focusing national attention on urgency and action against cancer.
Throughout the day, on stage at the Summit in D.C. and on social media, people shared stories epitomizing
what it meant to be #cancerFIERCE, from community activists to Silicon Valley entrepreneurs, WWE legends
to football players, chief medical officers to science phenoms. The Summit Call to Action elicited 57 new
actions and collaborations from companies and organizations that will make a real, practical difference in the
lives of patients and their families.
For the agenda, videos, and other Summit content, please visit: www.bidencancer.org/summit

What comes next?
The 450+ Community Summits that took place on September 21st were just the
beginning of our work together. Here are our commitments to host sites going
forward.

Providing Expertise
The Colloquia provoke discussion and collaboration within the biotech,
technology, science, and academic fields to drive innovation, technology, and
breakthroughs against cancer. These Colloquia happen throughout the year in
Washington, D.C. and at conferences and meetings in other cities/locales.
Collaborative Fora are organized by BCI to mobilize the cancer patient and
advocacy community around key priorities and to promote and share tried and
tested approaches to addressing common problems in cancer prevention,
detection, treatment, care, and survivorship.
Quarterly calls with Biden Cancer Initiative (BCI)
o Share progress with us and each other, ask questions, provide
feedback on our goals, initiatives, and progress

Creating Ecosystems – Facilitating Connections
•

•

BCI Community Summit Facebook Group
o This group will continue to serve as a platform for idea sharing and connecting with people
who have similar interests to you and your organization or company
BCI Community Summit Slack

www.bidencancer.org

@bidencancer

•

o Join conversation channels that relate to your work
BCI Community Summit Conversations
o Over the next 6 months, we will hold follow-up conversations with Community Summit
hosts in different geographic regions. The goal of these events will be to gain direct
feedback on issues of importance in your communities and to discuss and share ideas and
innovation solutions that were developed.

Amplifying Your Voice
•

•

•

Showcase new Community Summit commitments
o What came out of your September 21 Community Summit? Have you committed to a
specific project or goal? We want to hear (info@bidencancer.org)!
o We will highlight new BCI commitments on our website and social media platforms
You are now part of the BCI family; we want to spread the word aboutyour successes
o Send us your success stories (info@bidencancer.org) -- we are always looking for great
progress to share with our network.
Did you write a blog post or other output from your Community Summit?
o Send them our way (info@bidencancer.org) -- we will be sharing some on social media and
spotlighting some on our website.

Telling Your Story
While cancer is personal, the cancer experience is not
isolated. The #cancerFIERCE campaign was launched
to tell the collective cancer narrative through the
prism of a broad range of cancer experiences. #cancerFIERCE is a message of strength, resilience,
determination, purpose and hope.
Send us your photo along with a brief narrative (75 words or less) describing a moment when
you’ve turned your cancer fears into #cancerFIERCE or share with us what motivates you to stay
#cancerFIERCE against so many odds. Visit www.bidencancer.org/cancer-fierce to submit.

